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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Better You Than Me...
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:46:45 PM


Poem - Better You Than Me...
(c) 2018 Don Poss


Better You than Me...floated to the surface of my mine.


i did not summon it.
Did not wish it.
Do not want it.
Tried to repel it.
Failed.


This half century of guilt
and trying to shove that-thought
back into a box that cannot
be opened.


I lie to myself—it was a lie—never happened.  But in that dream you lay there bleeding. Bleeding-gushing life, until
that forbidden thought intrudes a punishing loop—roller-blading an orbit within my skull.


All the while you just lay there. Bleeding. Countless sives of dark reds, until you are the lingering copper smell...and
I am not. The whirring sounds of a buzz-toy roller-blade spining on a string in monotonous orbit loop-loop BUzzzz-
Buzzzz, like a mosquito drunk on bad blood that skates drunkenly this groves roller-rank of bone.  No one cheers
your victory lap.


Never happened.  I would never wish that upon You.  I cannot make it stop—that, Better You Than Me.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Wanderer
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:36:59 PM


Poem - Wanderer
(c) 2016, by Don Poss


Lost in the darkness of my mind
Melancholy in the fragments of some other time.


Names fading...forever on the tip of my tongue...whose's that person sitting next to me...Perhaps someone I knew
when...young?


A moment of clarity entrapped in a haze
and all the exits lead down to
a maze...a whirlpool that gurgles up and down...and clogs and drains and overflows--


Dreams are like day and day like bumper cars and oft appear like spliced silent movies...frames clicking...something
wirrring and freezing and scratchy and burning and always wondering why I see these things around


Could it be my mind is a bit unsound? I thought I knew him but my mind let me down...
Treading dreams alone.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Blood of Patriots
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:41:19 PM


Poem - Blood of Patriots
Scourn of Enemies Within


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Wanderer
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:37:20 PM


Poem - Wanderer
(c) 2016, by Don Poss


Lost in the darkness of my mind
Melancholy in the fragments of some other time.


Names fading...forever on the tip of my tongue...whose's that person sitting next to me...Perhaps someone I knew
when...young?


A moment of clarity entrapped in a haze
and all the exits lead down to
a maze...a whirlpool that gurgles up and down...and clogs and drains and overflows--


Dreams are like day and day like bumper cars and oft appear like spliced silent movies...frames clicking...something
wirrring and freezing and scratchy and burning and always wondering why I see these things around


Could it be my mind is a bit unsound? I thought I knew him but my mind let me down...
Treading dreams alone.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Charge!
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:45:55 PM


Poem - Charge!
(c) 2016, Don Poss


I saw the lines of blue and gray
Collide across wide field of unharvested  hay,
Bayonets glistening
Drifting smoke thick as choking fog.


Onward men to victory
To glory
No one sang of slaughter


And tread the lurking mind-field of explosive dreams wherever it led


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - silence
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:39:52 PM


Poem - silence
(c) 2016 by Don Poss


Deafening racket suddenly ceased... met by disquieting silence.  A warm soughing wind gently swept o'er the
canopy.  Amidst the carnage of war, nature's quiet discourse was surreal.  A gusting wind gathered between
towering hilltops and rolled down the canyon between, flagged across the upper canopy rustling fronds not
unpleasantly, and sighed a melancholy whispering goodbye.
The theme Quiet Village came to mind as a jungle bird cawed and was quickly joined by his choir. The enemy had
withdrawn to fight another day, and we were left to lick our wounds...in silence.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - silence
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:43:53 PM


Poem - silence
(c) 2016 by Don Poss


Deafening racket suddenly ceased... met by disquieting silence.  A warm soughing wind gently swept o'er the
canopy.  Amidst the carnage of war, nature's quiet discourse was surreal.  A gusting wind gathered between
towering hilltops and rolled down the canyon between, flagged across the upper canopy rustling fronds not
unpleasantly, and sighed a melancholy whispering goodbye.
The theme Quiet Village came to mind as a jungle bird cawed and was quickly joined by his choir. The enemy had
withdrawn to fight another day, and we were left to lick our wounds...in silence.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Darkness Within
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:45:06 PM


Poem - Darkness Within
(c) 2018 by Don Poss


Into darkness I walked the walk;
Out of darkness I ran.


In dead of night I slumbered not, ‘tis the sleep I dread.


Hoarding faces of those long felled, too many names at rest,
I followed the sail of my shadow, to find the why of the fright.


Angered when the festering-festered, I watched it billow away,


The backside of sunlight pushing, as frontside of darkness tugged,
I stood in dream’s gauntlet between...


The answers no closer than far away...the solution somewhere in me.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Fields of Fallen
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:46:15 PM


Poem - Fields of Fallen
(c) 2018 Don Poss


Tread the battlefield strewn with bodies more,
tell me what you feel


how you value life for all
your answer shall reveal


how can smiles in death abound
amidst carnage of steaming gore


that body there bears no wound
yet grimiest mask he wears


is there not one who died in peace
bodies strewn like cobblestones
broken, stained, or pristine,
marrow cold or cooling


puffs of last breath’s vapor, morse code adrift


fading, fading, last proof life is lost.


what say you to these spirits wondering, destinies in doubt.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem -Raindrops
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:38:43 PM


Poem -Raindrops
(c) 2018 Don Poss


I’ve always loved the rain...even after thirty days of downpour, in every phase, Vietnam could not change that.


How glorious the pale blue sky that separates heaven and earth and the eternal dark void. The air-sea clouds set sail
upon, and tease us with ever changing forms that cartwheel and dance majestically, horizon to horizon, to greet the
dawn and tuck in the sunset that clears away the light and draws the stars upward to awe the poet’s quil and painter’s
soft brush.


Vietnam cannot spoil this calming gift...though it tries.


Consider the jesting, teasing dewdrop that forms from nothing upon a leaf, then slides down and drips into the
meandering stream. Merged with earth’s quenching flow, jealous of the clouds above until it flies over the falls and
wings away once more on rising draft of warm breeze.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - First Flare
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:46:29 PM


Poem - First Flare
(c) 2016 by Don Poss


Waiting to sleep
Trying to clear my mind of creeping shadows of not quite black fields of unknowns.


Twilight sleep and the first flare glows in the distant memories of hazy Da Nang, where spirits still tread o'er bones
of dread,fading, ever fading, to dust....


So goes the night.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem Let Him Cross Over
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:40:29 PM


Poem Let Him Cross Over
(c) 2016 by Don Poss


You saw him fall
Spirit ripped from his link to this life
now lifeless as a rock that never bore life
Nor inhaled the sweet scent of forest valley
awakening at dawn nor speechless in awe at
Glorious sunrise... where he now dwells.
I do not want him to join his brothers... forever.
No hopeful thought or prayer against God's Will
can restore him.
I do not want to let him cross over, his body not
yet cold, yet no power can return his spirit.


I must...
Let him cross over.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Hell’s Pocket
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:44:53 PM


Poem - Hell’s Pocket
(c) 2016 by Don Poss


Bruised clouds sail gleefully indifferent, westbound without concern for mankind's waring-tantrums upon one
another, as unseen colossal birds spew upon men-prey, who do not know they are already dead beneath jungle
canopies that stifle sounds and filter novas to candlelight.


It is Dark Mountain that separates the river and sky and nestles lost souls and missing socks indifferently ... caring
not a whit its tangled vines have snared a pilot's chute of taunt white cords, like timeless icicles bearing morsels of
dark corruption, where even sweet stench has long fled the dangling shredded corpse, encased in folly like the
pendulum of an unwound clock.


Tucked between hills’ cleavage, he dangles still, and glows briefly, rarely, as cascading sunlight spills upon the floor
of his bottomless well ... where light and time are stillborn and howling gales above sing unheard siren’s songs in
hell’s dark pocket of vile things ... and decades later, a little bit of rain flails a soldier’s heart.


He reclined in his easy chair, arm crooked behind his head...his eyes squinted shut at the sight of the dead ... half the
world, and decades away.


Microwave clunked as it nuked another cup...


in the rhealm of little pleasure; much pain.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem for PTSD
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:47:13 PM


Poem for PTSD
(c) 2016, Don Poss


A poem to flying’s surrley bonds ...
A poem to trees ... lovely as can be,
But nothing’s poetic about PTSD.


Sorry'bout that...


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Long Night
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:48:54 PM


Poem - Long Night
(c) 2016 by Don Poss


Lost at sea
Missing in action
Aswirl in the whirlpool of
My dreams


The answer is there
Just outta reach
I clutched it once it seems


No retake
No do-over
The credits have begun to stream.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem- Between the light
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:34:59 PM


Poem- Between the light
(c) 2018 Don Poss


Awful dreams
Awful screams
Frightful things in between.


Ride the world through eternal dark...too slowly comes the light...too late, too late it seems.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Night Shadows, Dark Days
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:41:41 PM


Poem - Night Shadows, Dark Days


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Night Shadows, Dark Days
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:44:13 PM


Poem - Night Shadows, Dark Days


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Do you realize God chose you before the foundations
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:40:43 PM


Do you realize God chose you before the foundations of the earth
were laid [Ephesians 1:4]? It is true. He waited through the eons of time...countless eternities...creation of the
heavens and Earth...hovered over its formless surface of the deep waters and caused the continents we know today
to rise from the void where He created life.  He waited still as millenniums passed until finally...you were born. He
watched you grow into the man He knew you would become...and listened as you heard that His Son, Jesus, gave
His own life for your sins, for our sins, and our salvation.  God then told us why he did this:


John 3:16-17
"For God so loved the world He gave His only Son, that whosoever believe in Him shall not perish...but have
everlasting life. For God sent not His Son into the world to condemn the world, but that the word through Him
might be saved."


Nevertheless, as humans we want to earn our way...do something to be worthy...and ask how salvation could be so
simply attained.  Think about Jesus' crucifixion and as he was nailed to he cross and a thief was on a cross next to
him.  The thief said to Jesus, "Lord, remember me when You come into Your Kingdom."  This is important because
the thief never had time to do any good deeds nor in anyway do anything he might believe would in some way earn
worthiness to go to heaven.  In fact, what had just happened was he met Jesus' requirement for salvation:


Revolution 3:20
"Behold I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door,  i will come in to him, and sup
with him, and he with me."  The thief acknowledged recognition of Jesus Christ as the Son of God, and called upon
Jesus to remember him.  The point is this: Jesus came Into the thief's heart when he was asked to enter.


You asked Jesus to come into your heart and forgive your sins.  Jesus did exactly that and has never...will
never...leave you.  You did not earn salvation, nor were you or anyone ever worthy. "Salvation is by grace through
faith alone, not as a result of good works, so that God alone gets the glory." [Ephesians 2:8-9]


You will have eternal life and a relationship in heaven with the Lord.  Why not begin that relationship with Him
now?


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - OldWhat"sHisName
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:36:37 PM


Poem - OldWhat'sHisName
(c) 2016 Don Poss


I missed seeing OldWhat'sHisName
Wheeling along in his chair.
With a look of desperation
And a smile that said I don't care.


He's gone now someone said
And I felt that queasy feeling...
The one I know you share.


Died a few months back
Buried I know not where
Lord You know Oldwhst'shisname
The onery cuss, and
appreciate You grant him a little slack
And hit mute button on his potty mouth cracks, and maybe a cushion for that pinched nerve back.
I'll bring Blackie's muzzle when I'm called up, that'll clamp his jaws real tight shut.


He's a good'un Lord so hold him tight...


signed
YouKnowWho


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Do you realize God chose you before the foundations
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:40:59 PM


Do you realize God chose you before the foundations of the earth
were laid [Ephesians 1:4]? It is true. He waited through the eons of time...countless eternities...creation of the
heavens and Earth...hovered over its formless surface of the deep waters and caused the continents we know today
to rise from the void where He created life.  He waited still as millenniums passed until finally...you were born. He
watched you grow into the man He knew you would become...and listened as you heard that His Son, Jesus, gave
His own life for your sins, for our sins, and our salvation.  God then told us why he did this:


John 3:16-17
"For God so loved the world He gave His only Son, that whosoever believe in Him shall not perish...but have
everlasting life. For God sent not His Son into the world to condemn the world, but that the word through Him
might be saved."


Nevertheless, as humans we want to earn our way...do something to be worthy...and ask how salvation could be so
simply attained.  Think about Jesus' crucifixion and as he was nailed to he cross and a thief was on a cross next to
him.  The thief said to Jesus, "Lord, remember me when You come into Your Kingdom."  This is important because
the thief never had time to do any good deeds nor in anyway do anything he might believe would in some way earn
worthiness to go to heaven.  In fact, what had just happened was he met Jesus' requirement for salvation:


Revolution 3:20
"Behold I stand at the door, and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door,  i will come in to him, and sup
with him, and he with me."  The thief acknowledged recognition of Jesus Christ as the Son of God, and called upon
Jesus to remember him.  The point is this: Jesus came Into the thief's heart when he was asked to enter.


You asked Jesus to come into your heart and forgive your sins.  Jesus did exactly that and has never...will
never...leave you.  You did not earn salvation, nor were you or anyone ever worthy. "Salvation is by grace through
faith alone, not as a result of good works, so that God alone gets the glory." [Ephesians 2:8-9]


You will have eternal life and a relationship in heaven with the Lord.  Why not begin that relationship with Him
now?


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Once And For All
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:47:40 PM


Poem - Once And For All


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: ILUSIVE INTRUSIVE, Toying With My Mind
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:40:16 PM


ILUSIVE INTRUSIVE, Toying With My Mind
(PTSD Poem)
(c) 2017, Don Poss


I saw him die.
Watched his Spirit fly.
By dawn, his spirit wanders intrusively at will, and within.
By dusk, I try to sleep;
Eyes squeezd tight but wide awake
As dream plays out upon backside
of clinched eyelids--a game of chase.
I watched him shadow-away......
Prayers...not enough to sleep.
Helpless to rearrange the night of
wavering shadows...
Is that really what I saw?
Would they think me dingy dau if l
asked if they saw it to?
Best forgotten; left unsaid.
I don't want to remember what it seemed to be;
It's mostly all for naught and I pretend a pause...
waiting for the trip-wire...licking a midnight wound...
and with a leap
tag the unfocused-fool toying with my mind--
You're it!
and ran saucer-eyed into the dark.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - This Side of Life
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:48:05 PM


Poem - This Side of Life
(c) 2015, Don Poss


Countless eons and then I was here
This side of life, worth living and dear.
Life so brief
Fleeting at best
Too soon the eternity
Too soon laid to rest.
Too soon through portal-eternal once more, this side of life...so brief...
gone a  wanting once more.


The Third Hour


Before here, you weren't ...
Here now, you are...
What next can you hope for...
The weren't or
Eternal Are?


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Last Stand
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:45:25 PM


Last Stand
(c) 2015 by Don Poss


Our life's were never our own; not really our own.


Sons of  the greatest generation...
Destined for a slice of the Vietnam War...365 days of up close and personal, etched in twisted-helix as something
more.


Destined to hunt these woods and find your weathered plank cabin, held together with cob webs and settled dust that
binds and welds all that happened here in layers of time, like pages of an unread book.


A sunken unmarked grave?  Well not so with a shovel booted down at the head of the grave, its gray handle with
nail scratched initials—JC.  Not the big man in the sky unless he was born in 1943.


Broken down weathered-gray wooden cabin.  What was a door, lay time tossed like a child’s tiddlywinks; hand
sawn planks scattered, yet mind's eye easily reassembles and joins it to torn leather strips--tough as petrified jerky--
once greased with animal fat to keep it flexible as makeshift hinges.


Inside, a corner pile of what likely was long cured skins and hand woven quilts for winter's sharp biting nights. An
old newspaper lay on a shelf with faded headline: Saigon Falls.  Is that what pushed you to hermit-ville?  A leather
binder, opened to invite reading, drew my attention ...


"While hunting I found him dead on the floor...decayed to bones and strands of skin and hair. No mail or name or
anything but a diary written in fair hand, every page then turned upside down and written throughout between lines. 
He was there—Tet '68.  I read his words--I wish I hadn't--reflecting a steady fall into darkness.  I buried his too
personal journal with him.  He had signed his diary, JC.


I will never hunt this forest again. I will never tell anyone about this and hope you will recognize a patriot marked
by a never ending war, who coped, until not, now in solitude...and leave him be at rest.


If you are a veteran you will understand...if not, then wonder about what good would serve a better ending than JC's
own choice of forest solitude to sauve howling beasts and lingering night-wanders of unresolved moments that
lingered unanswered through the decades?  And yes, I meant patriot.  His words.  His flag war-worn by life's battles,
hanging on the wall as witness--a patriot.


At first I felt my civic duty was to notify authorities; perhaps he—JC—had relatives...although they've done a great
job not-looking for him. Suppose I did report this; the sheriff would show up...probably exhume the body, check for
foul play; though he need look no further than Vietnam.  Then what?  Post a notice somewhere inviting 'anyone' to
come and pay for a funeral?  If no takers, cremate him and bury his ashes in some potters grave never to be thought
of again?  How would that serve a purpose, or be considered the right thing to do?  No one to mouth shallow
platitudes—He’s in a better place...Rest In Peace.  Really? Potter’s Field vs. swaying forest roots’ gentle rocking of
earth’s final cradle?


Eyes drawn once more to faded tattered flag still hung and dropping on outside cabin's wall.  A fitting symbol,
overlooking his final repose.  Weathered times of war that marked him then, and others still; cascading torrential-
burdens upon soldier’s heart that wilt the soul and bleed out life’s spirit to darkness.


Even now...even now, cool earth of a cool forest soothes the bones of this another casualty of war, far removed from
home, missing, and alone.
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Quiet, soughing winds combed by pine-tree’s needles rustle moments of solitude.  Did they provide a peace in his
graying-out final moments?


I close the diary: Unspoken last words of shadowed scars and unhealing wounds quilled and unread by the many.


What should I do?


At morning the air was awash with the scent of pine.  I fixed coffee and pondered the peaceful silence, except the
forest really isn't completely silent, nor is the sleepless mind.  Did I do the right thing?  I had to look close to find
where the grave was. Pleased by my good job of smoothing the gravesite with a branch that brushed away evidence
of a grave at all, and a scattering of deadfall leaf-quilt.


JC had carried unbearable dreams to the limits of his strength; who runs that gauntlet still...awaiting end of life’s
baton?  The count at 21 and waiting the day’s last soul to drop.


I would honor the written message of the veteran who buried him.


JC’s flag would stay.  Cabin door left unhinged to the wild. His words, silenced beneath him, as the dark-witness
and testament to his Spirit’s last stand; life freely given—life freely abandoned.


I turned away, melancholy, heel-toe into the promised light, away from weathered cabin, and uncertain if there were
an empty mind-box left to lock that darkness away.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone








From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Valley, Valley
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:38:27 PM


Poem - Valley, Valley
(c) 2018 by Don Poss


Valley, Valley ‘neath twin-mound hills... why is your dream so dark...so surreal?


Same-ol-same-ol dinky dau blues...blaze a rutted path each and every night.


Why do you taunt me with your endless-mindless trail without


start? Why the same beginning in jungle-dark: absent the dawn, or wizard’s lunar light?


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Lost in space
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:47:00 PM


Lost in space
(c) 2017 Don Poss


Spaced into the void of dreams...
Adrift without hint of rescue ... frozen in the dark loop of the mind
Unlikely hope as futile and remote as encountering a single star to end the night...the dream melts in the waking
mindlight.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Vietnam Dreamin’
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:37:31 PM


Poem - Vietnam Dreamin’
PTSD
(c) 2017 by Don Poss


Vietnam dreamin’ is like the Eagles’ song, Hotel California ... “You can check out any time you like— but you can
never leave!”


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Battleline
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:47:25 PM


Poem - Battleline
Deep sh
Enemy upon us...


A string of flares cast a thin ribbon of Amber light upon the perimeter wire,  the black curtain of night banished
briefly, revealing advancing enemy like a forest line of trees where I knew none to be.  So close as to appear
overwhelming.  Their numbers storming forward, moving without taunting shouts...the ground shook with their
stampede, erasing the perimeter wire in a sudden surging-tide.


We who are about to die....


I wondered if my weapon’s smoking barrel would melt, but dare not cease feeding it ammo.


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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From: DPoss
To: Don Poss
Subject: Poem - Vietnam Dreamin’
Date: Tuesday, November 6, 2018 7:38:09 PM


Poem - Vietnam Dreamin’
PTSD
(c) 2017 by Don Poss


Vietnam dreamin’ is like the Eagles’ song, Hotel California ... “You can check out any time you like— but you can
never leave!”


Thank you,


Don Poss
Sent from my iPhone
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